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Yes! It’s a bit weak at all! It’s not worth sending so many masters!”

“For the masters of Tiance Mansion, they are just like weak chickens! Let them be dispatched, it’s really
a shame!”

“This is a thousand miles away from what Levi Garrison described! That’s it? Need a city wall to block it?
What kind of brain can say this kind of thing?”

“Don’t build those safe islands! It’s a waste to build them! Tell Lu Xiong they don’t do it! They are all
doing useless work!”

“If we really listened to him, the whole country will build the national defense wall, then we will lose a
lot! For these weak things, the whole country’s power? It’s ridiculous!”

“Next time there is such a false message, don’t let Levi Garrison say it! It’s wrong that he knew it in
advance, which is a bit of credit.
But think about it, everyone, even if he says, we can’t make a temporary response! “

“This must be! With Yan Longwei’s ability, temporary deployment! The effect is the same! At most one
hour!”

…
After winning, everyone thought Levi Garrison’s original description was too funny.

It’s not in line with reality at all.

One by one blamed Levi Garrison.

Master Taixing moved the crowd.

Obviously a small matter, but coaxed such a big movement.

Thinking of what he said before and his plan, he almost laughed out loud.

These giant creatures are indeed terrifying, but they are far away from the power of the whole country
to deal with…

It’s ridiculous!

They are discussing one by one.

I feel that Levi Garrison has made a fuss too much.

…

At first some people were arguing, followed by more and more people.

It’s going to be a frying pan at the end.

“Well, let’s just say a few words! After all, he is still good for Daxia!”

“One word side by side Wang Zhen is wrong! He has been playing for Da Xia! Everything is for Da Xia!”

“And he predicted the arrival of giant creatures right!”

Xiao Liejun calmed everyone down.

Tiance Shenshuai also said: “Yes! It may be that the king made a mistake in the judgment of the word
side by side! This kind of mistake sometimes happens!”

“But! As long as there is nothing to do with Daxia! No matter how much preparation, I would rather
waste all preparations! Just ask for stability!”

Heard this.

Everyone nodded their heads one after another: “This is indeed! We hope that we can’t use it! In this
way, none of these things will appear! We have no casualties at all!”

“I have to say! It’s better to be prepared than not prepared! It’s just that the word side by side is too
exaggerated!”

“He shouldn’t be blamed, he has merit! But the loss is huge, there is no merit, and there is no mistake!”

…

Everyone was relieved.

Also gradually quieted down.

“Okay, now start cleaning the battlefield and check the casualties!”

“At the same time, let the rear notice to cancel all operations! Let Lu Xiong also cancel the operation and
stop the construction! Let him come to us! We told him to stop building the island in person!”

Xiao Liejun ordered the order.

After Tiance Shenshuai heard this, he actually wanted to stop it.

The safety island must continue to be repaired.

He thinks Levi Garrison’s statement is still wrong.

After all, he knew Levi Garrison’s true strength.

Even if this is the actual situation this time.

But he felt it was wrong to listen to Levi Garrison’s words!

But this matter has little to do with him, and he is embarrassed to say.

After all, according to his status, he is similar to the few leaders in front of him, or even lower.

Can only give up.

“Since there is something wrong here! The three leaders, I will take them away first!”

